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FOI 14261 Appendix 1 
 
Emails 
 
Any correspondence between the Education Minister / Welsh Government 
Education Department and Qualifications Wales and WJEC between 27 July 
and 13 August that refers directly to the fact that students were originally 
going to be awarded grades that were lower than Centre-Assessed grades, and 
then the decision to award Centre-Assessed Grades. 
 
 
 
 

Email 1 (cover for Appendix 2 Paper 1) from WG to QW 

4 August 

Header - Ministerial briefing on A/AS Level results 

 

You touched on the need to briefly explain the model used when we brief the 
Minister of results. Reflecting on that, I wonder whether we build in an opportunity for 
you or X to do that during my presentation? Feel free to provide a couple of slides for 
me to slot in. 
 
Attached is the working draft template I intend to use to support the briefing. 
Depending on what the results say, I may not go through all the usual subjects (if the 
story is the same for all), but will highlight any bigger swings, that might be more 
likely in the smaller subjects we wouldn’t usually cover. 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Email 2 from QW to WG  
 
7 August  
 
Header Fwd: Scotland's results 
 
Just forwarding you this analysis from QW about the Scottish model and key differences/ 
implications for Wales. 
 

 
  
Summary 
Based on the information in the methodology report, the Scottish model appears to have similarities 
to the approach used in Wales, and in particular the DCP (model 2) standardisation approach, but 
there are some important differences in the detail.  
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The SQA approach places more reliance on the centre assessment grades provided by teachers. They 
have only ‘moderated’ (we think this means standardised) centres with CAGs outside of an 
expanded range of historical results. This is intended to take account of uncertainty in centre level 
predictions but may mean that only a limited number of centres were standardised and this may be 
more likely to be centres with larger entry sizes. 
  
A key point is that, as the Wales model uses prior attainment more directly than the Scottish model, 
an argument that a high ability learner was disadvantaged by attending a low outcome centre does 
not hold in Wales as the model should take account of this scenario (as long as the data entered into 
the model supports the fact that they are high ability). Similarly model 1, based on unit evidence, 
should take account of this as long as the ability of the learner is reflected in their unit results. 
  
It is notable that SQA have tried to minimise changing CAGs and rank orders but have been criticised 
for the extent to which they have changed them. However, in minimising change to this data they 
have relied more on data that may contain some large inaccuracies and concentrated changes in 
certain centres. 
  
Key points: 

1. The SQA model seems to be somewhere between our DCP model and a ‘reverse’ DCP where 
the pot of grades is calculated and then given to the centre to distribute. SQA seems to have 
calculated the expected grade distribution (pot of grades) and given this to the centre along 
with their centre historical results. Centre’s have then provided their estimates back, clearly 
some have exceeded the expected grade distribution SQA provided. 

2. SQA routinely collects estimated grades, so this year was only an adaptation of an existing 
process. This was not possible in Wales as teacher estimates are not routinely collected. 

3. SQA used historic (3 year) data to calculate (no technical details given) an expected grade 
distribution at the national and centre level and gave this to centres 

4. SQA maintained the rank order provided by centres 
5. SQA only had prior attainment data for learners for their Higher and Advanced Higher 

courses, and no prior attainment data for the National 5. SQA did consider using teacher 
assessment data but, as these assessments are not done in a consistent way, they did not 
use them. 

6. Perhaps surprisingly (given that the centres had data on expected grade profiles, previous 
estimates and outcomes), Scottish CAGs were only slightly less inflated than Welsh CAGs 

7. Each centres’ CAGs were compared with the previous outcomes for that centre and adjusted 
if necessary, with tolerances for annual variation. However, this did not restrict a centres’ 
outcomes to be between the minimum and maximum outcomes previously. Additionally, a 
national level comparison was also done. 

8. CAGs were only adjusted when the centre outcomes were outside of a tolerance. When an 
adjustment was made, the minimum number of adjustments were made using 
mathematical optimisation. 

9. A key difference seems to be that in Wales (and England, NI) prior attainment data was used 
more directly and so you would expect the final grades to be more accurate. Also, the 
argument that a learner will be disadvantaged by attending a lower outcome centre does 
not hold in Wales as the learners higher prior attainment will affect the centres calculated 
pot of grades. 

10. Tolerances at centre level for each grade were calculated by placing the centre in ventiles 
(ranking of centres into twenty groups, or 5%-percentiles) over the past four years and then 
allowing the centre to be in a range four ventiles wider (2 lower and 2 higher) than in the 
historic data. Centres with only partial historic data were given a tolerance an additional four 
ventiles wider. 
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Reference 
  
SQA Methodology report: 
https://www.sqa.org.uk/sqa/files_ccc/SQAAwardingMethodology2020Report.pdf 
  

Email 3 from QW to WG  
 
5 August 2020  
 
Header/Subject RE: Scotland’s results  
  
 We think that the model used is a version of the DCP model (being used in England and here for 
most GCSEs and AS). Our statistician will have a look at the details and put down key similarities and 
differences – we’ll share that with you as soon as it is ready. 
  

Email 4 from WG to QW  
 
5 August 2020  
 
Subject: Scotland's results 
  

As you can imagine Scotland’s results and the associated press around unfairness 
and bias particularly in disadvantaged areas/ high achievers in poorer performing 
schools has created interest and I suspect this will be a key focus of Friday’s Comms 
meeting in terms of understanding how it might play out next week and being 
prepared. 
  
I know not broadly comparable due to the different education/ qualification systems 
etc; but do you have a sense of how similar their standardisation models are?  I read 
their doc yesterday and whilst described in a different way it seems to be a similar 
process albeit it with some differences around the edges – more granular banding 
system for estimated grades, developing tolerances within which would expect 
results to be subject wise and centre level and only moderating those that fall outside 
of these etc. 
  
 
Email 5 (cover for Appendix 2 paper 2) 
 
From QW to WG  
 
12 August 
 
Header Qualifications Wales - Media lines to take (subject to change) 

 

Thanks for your document – here’s a refreshed version of lines to take. We will share with 

other WG & WJEC colleagues shortly. 

 

https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sqa.org.uk%2Fsqa%2Ffiles_ccc%2FSQAAwardingMethodology2020Report.pdf&data=02%7C01%7CJudith.Askew%40gov.wales%7C3dd1c4eac9c1469bd22408d83aa6c5d6%7Ca2cc36c592804ae78887d06dab89216b%7C0%7C0%7C637323835245158917&sdata=B49wBvuw3dGcdSRCf1FD8OuO77E1VKZJbxjI41UlXSg%3D&reserved=0
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I’ll bring the document together and re share with WJEC and WG.  

 

 

 
 
Email 6 from QW to WG  
 
12 August 2020 
 
Header - Appeals 
 
A level 
Total number ‘sat’ = 30,448  
number grades below CAGs = 12,850 (42.2%) 
 
AS level  
Total number ‘sat’ = 45,435 
Number grades below CAGs = 19,492 (42.9%) 
 
Not individual learner numbers, these are qualification grade numbers.  
 
 

 
 

  


